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On July 8, 2014, an Order was issued requesting comments on the Safety 

Enforcement Division Staffs proposal for changes to GC Multiple parties, 

including the Utility Workers Union of America (UWUA), submitted initial comments 

on July 18, 2014. Southwest Gas hereby submits the following reply comments 

regarding certain proposals made by the UWUA regarding the proposed for changes 

to GO012. 

A. 1 • 1 " , L 1 III' ' l a -it . 'l -I : , 

1. • jsal regarding Secti - • ' 

The UWUA suggests that Section be amended to require 

Operators to "repair and/or" take prompt action with respect to Grade 1 leaks instead 

of just requiring Operators to take prompt action. Southwest Gas believes that the 

best course of action for Operators is f take prompt action to mitigate the 

hazardous leak then analyze the situation to determine whether or not a repair of the 

Grade 1 leak is the preferred course of action. For examp serator may 

encounter a Grade 1 leak and, after prompt action, may conclude that replacement 

of a segment of pipe is preferred over a repair or, alternatively, the Operator may 

decide to abandon the segment of pipe that contains the Grade 1 leak. Under these 

scenarios, the repair of ide 1 leak is an alternative that is considered by an 

Operator after prompt action has been taken to make the condition no longer 

hazardous. 
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Rejection of the UWUA's proposal to include repair as part of Section 

143.2(a)(2) does not eliminate repair from the Operator's options to make the 

conditions of a Grade 1 leak no longer hazardous. Indec Dion - , Tines 

"Grade 1 leak" as an "existing or probable hazard to persons or property requiring 

prompt action, immediate repair, or continuous action until the conditions are no 

longer hazardous." Thus, per Section 143.2(a), immediate repair of tl tde 1 

leak can be made when deemed appropriate in the judgment of the Operator. 

jsals regarding Sections 143.2(a)(2)(v)-(vi) 

The UWUA's proposal to include a reading of 2.7% gas concentration in 

Section 1- , , 2)(v)~(vi) as an example o < ade 1 leak requiring prompt action 

shou cted as its addition is inconsistent with developed industry guidelines. 

T veloped industry guideline for gas concentration recognizes the limits of 

flammability of natural gas as 5% to 15% gas in air. h Appendix G-192-11A-3 

Definitions. The lower explosive limit r natural gas is 5% gas concentration 

which correlates 1 % LEI Accordingly, a 4% gas concentration equates 80% 

LEI Thus, use of the b gas concentration standard would result in 

inconsistency with the 80% I EL standard. Moreover, the UWUA gas concentration 

of 2.7% is too conservative and would require prompt action to address leaks that 

would be otherwise categorized as a lower grade leak. Thus, the UWUA's proposals 

would cause confusion. 

•pposal regarding Sect! - • - • U(vii) 

The UWUA proposes to include "|a]ny leak in an enclosed space where 

electrical equipment is present" as an example of ade 1 leak requiring prompt 

action in Section 143.2(a)(2). The UWUA's proposal is not necessary and could 

lead to confusion. The UWUA's proposal is not necessary because Section 

143.2(a)(2)(v) already accounts for readings of natural gas in enclos aces. 

Also, the UWUA's proposal could cause confusion because Section 143.2(a)(2)(v) 

requires a reading of 80% LEL, while t /UA's proposal does not contain any 
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such limitation, If Operators were required to take "prompt action" for "any leak in an 

enclosed space where electrical equipment is present" then Operators, in essence, 

would be required to take prompt action (as defined in Section 143.2(a)(1)) on every 

leak in an enclosed space where electrical equipment is present regardless of the 

actual seve the leak, Accordingly, UWUA's proposal should be rejected, 

- • .: osal regarding Secti - - • _ U(viii) 

The UWUA proposes to include "[ajny leak in plastic pipe where static 

electricity may build up" as an example of a Grade 1 leak requiri jmpt action, 

This proposal should also be rejected because it is vague and would result in all 

leaks on all plastic pipes requiring "prompt action" since static electricity "may" build 

up in any plastic pipe at any time, This is why, in seous environment, it is 

common practice for Operators to ground plastic pipe so as to eliminate t sat of 

static electricity, If Operators were required to take "prompt action" for "any leak in 

plastic pipe where static electricity may build up" then Operators, in essence, would 

be required to take prompt acti- defined in Section 143.2(c. in every leak in 

plastic pipe regardless of the actual gra the leak and regardless of the actual 

existence of any static electricity, For these reasons, the UWUA's proposal 

regarding Section 143.2(a)(2) should be denied, 

' ' 3sals regardir • .tion 143.2(b)(5) 

The UWUA makes two proposals to modify Section 143,2(b)(6), First, the 

UWUA proposes that Section 143,2(b)(5)(i) be amended to include any reading of 

"1.5% gas concentration" as an example of a Grade 2 leak requiring action within six 

months, Second, the UWUA proposes that Section 143.2(b)(5)(iii) be modified to 

include any reading of "less than 2.7% gas concentration" as an example of a Grade 

2 leak requiri tion within six months, Section A.2. above discusses the 

relationship of the gas concentration standard and the IEL standard, The same 

analysis applied in Section A.2. above equally applies here, Thus, use of the 1.5% 

a % gas concentration standards would result in inconsistency with the 40% 
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and 80% I El standards, respectively, Put simply, the UWl cposals to include 

the gas concentration standards in Section 143.2(b)(5)(i) and (iii) are inconsistent 

with developed industry guidelines, Moreover, the U\i jas concentration 

additions are too conservative and would require prompt action to address leaks that 

would be otherwise categorized as a lower grade leak, Thus, the UWUA's proposals 

would cause confusion and should be rejected, 
,r elusion of the tei • 1 -alified" •: -

AH instances whe UWUA insei term "qualified" involves Operator 

judgment to assess the leak and the appropriate action to be taken, The insertion of 

"qualified" is superfluous because these actions (the assessment of leaks and the 

appropriate response) are acknowledged by operators as covered tasks subject to 

49 CFR §192,805 and, thus, are already undertaken by appropriately trained 

personnel, 
u 1 11 " Ik ' III ILI -» • 'l"l : 

The UWUA proposes to add a new Section 143.3 that would require 

Operators to treat leaks at meters and risers the same and to "completely and 

permanently repaired] on the same day the leak is reported", The UWUA's 

proposal would serve to eliminate the grading of above-ground leaks and cause all 

above-ground leaks issified as a Grade 1 leak regardless of the actual 

circumstances of the leak, Accordingly, the UWUA's Section 143,3 should be 

rejected,1 

/// 

III 

III 

The UWUA's proposed Section 143.3 also includes the use of the term "'qualified' employees 
of the operator." If the Commission is going to consider the UWUA's proposed Section 143,3, the term 
"qualified" should he eliminated for the same reasons identified in Section A,6, above. 
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Conclusion 

Southwest Gas appreciates the opportunity to provit se Comments and 

looks forward to its continued participation in this docket, 

Dated this 25th day of July, 2014, 
Respectfully submitted, 
SOUTHWEST GAS CORPORATION 

Kyle O. Stephens 
Associate General Counsel 
Southwest Gas Corporation 

•ring Mountain Road 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89150-0002 
" • -phone: (7 • - 293 

simile: (702) 252-7283 
kyle.stephens@swgas.com 

Attorney for Southwest Gas Corporation 
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